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I. Welcome and Meeting Opening

Founded in 1991, the Environmental Health Information Partnership (EnHIP) convened its 30th Annual meeting on August 31, 2021 at 2:00 p.m. ET. The annual meeting was held virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which required the planned in-person gathering be changed to a remote gathering for the safety of all involved.

**Chair:** The meeting was called to order by Dr. Patricia Matthews-Juarez, the EnHIP Chair. Her opening remarks included welcoming the EnHIP members. The impact of COVID-19 and the Delta Variant on minorities and other disproportionately affected communities that the historically black colleges and universities (HBCUs), Tribal Colleges, and Hispanic Serving Institutions serve were identified as subjects to be explored and discussed during this annual meeting. Dr. Matthews-Juarez reflected upon other disasters including the devastation caused by Hurricane Ida and concluded her opening remarks with the phrase that we are “one world” as we assist academic and consumer communities to develop data-driven solutions to address current environmental health disparities through research and community (citizen) science.

**Senior Scientific Advisor:** Dr. Rueben Warren, EnHIP Senior Scientific Advisor was introduced by Dr. Matthews-Juarez to offer his opening remarks. Dr. Warren welcomed the EnHIP members and emphasized the role of science in addressing the COVID-19 pandemic, the impact of climate change on environmental health disparities, and the need to strategically address the issues raised by COVID-19 with trust and trustworthiness.

**Introduction of the EnHIP Members:** Following the welcoming remarks by Drs. Matthews-Juarez and Warren, the EnHIP members introduced themselves by name, affiliations, professional positions, institutions, and the effect of COVID-19 on their institutions and community. The EnHIP members indicated that their institutions and communities are being adversely affected by COVID-19. However, the common theme for the EnHIP members was achieving high vaccine rates and decreasing infection numbers among the general population and vulnerable communities. EnHIP representatives and academic institutions are listed on Page 5.

**Introduction of NLM Staff:** Ms. Nichelle Midón, NLM Program Officer, introduced Ms. Amanda J. Wilson, Chief of the NLM Office of Engagement and Training (OET), who thanked
the EnHIP Chair and staff for organizing the virtual meeting. Ms. Midón introduced other NLM staff joining the webinar and welcomed the presenters.

**Introduction of the Program for the Annual Meeting:** Dr. Matthews-Juarez presented the schedule of activities for the virtual meeting. She indicated that this annual virtual program will provide opportunities to ask questions about Open Science and Data Sharing; the Common Data Elements (CDE) Repository; Citizen Science; UNITE; and the work of the COVID-19 Health Equity Task Force.

**II. Open Science and Data Sharing**

**Presenter**  
Lisa Federer, PhD, MLIS  
Data Science and Open Science Librarian,  
National Library of Medicine

**Highlights:** The presentation on *Open Science and Data Sharing* defined “open science” as an umbrella term for a new paradigm for conducting science and disseminating scientific products and processes in an open and freely available way. Her underlying premise is that the initiative should incorporate the FAIR principles, which stands for (F) findable, (A) accessible, (I) interoperable, and (R) reusable. She underscored that scientific research should be findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable. Data sharing, as discussed, is only one part of the broad scope of open science. Data sharing as a practice can enhance research reproducibility, enable more rapid discovery, increase return on research investment, and increase statistical power by enabling multiple studies to be combined. Dr. Federer shared the two data sharing policies at NIH: the NIH Genomic Data Sharing Policy and the NIH Data Management and Sharing Plan. These policies require submission of a Data Management and Sharing Plan and compliance with the ICO-approved plan.

Dr. Federer emphasized that researchers must think in broad terms about how all data can be shared. The most traditional way of sharing data is that the author of a paper or the researcher would note that data are available upon request; however, she indicated that this is not the most effective way to share data. As a published paper gets older, it is harder to get the data that were used. The preferred way for accessing data is making sure that data are available in a public venue, either in a repository or a data journal. Different kinds of repositories exist. One such
example is NIH’s preference that data be placed in subject-specific repositories that accept data related to a particular discipline, data type, or domain, and that can make it easier to search and find data. A second option is a generalist repository that will accept any data, regardless of type or discipline, and that can be useful when no suitable subject-specific repository exists. It is slightly less discoverable, but a useful way to share data when there is not a subject-specific option available. In closing, Dr. Federer indicated that when you talk about data sharing, the key is to think through the mechanism for sharing data ethically. This planning involves investigators learning how to appropriately de-identify human subject data to ensure that human data always come with informed consent, and providing considerations for special populations, such as indigenous data sovereignty.

III. NIH Common Data Elements (CDE) Repository Update

Presenter
Robin Taylor, MLIS
Lead NIH CDE Repository
National Library of Medicine

Highlights: In the presentation on the NIH Common Data Elements (CDEs) Repository Update by Ms. Robin Taylor, she used the example of common data elements as standardized, precisely defined questions paired with a set of specific allowable responses. The approach for using CDEs was defined as a systematic way to ask a question and get a response that can be used across multiple studies, which leads to standardized data collection. This discussion emphasized the importance of CDEs, using an example of two scientists being funded separately for conducting similar research in alcohol abuse. For instance, if scientist A asks how many drinks are consumed, and scientist B asks if any drinks are consumed, then scientist C cannot analyze their data because scientists A and B collected their data in different ways. This presentation underscored that if data are collected in a standardized way, such as using CDEs, data can be used in multiple research projects.

From NLM’s perspective, the use of CDEs in the NIH CDE Repository is highly encouraged as it provides access to structured human- and machine-readable definitions of data elements that have been recommended or required by NIH and other organizations for research and other applications. A limitation is that the NIH CDE Repository does not store data points, but rather
houses a listing of data elements including questions and formats for responses. The mission of the NIH CDE Repository is to provide access to structured human- and machine-readable definitions of data elements that have been recommended or required by NIH Institutions and Centers and other organizations for use in research.

NLM promotes CDEs through policy, specifically CDE governance. The discussion highlighted the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for data standards and using common data points in research to be able to combine datasets for better understanding the emerging disease. The NIH CDE Governance Committee was charged with three tasks: to determine whether CDEs merit endorsement; to work closely with the NIH CDE Repository team; and to review processes and outcomes annually and continually improve. The CDE Governance Committee uses the following criteria for CDE endorsements: it must be recommended/designated by a recognized NIH body; have a clear definition of the variable as a specified question and a permissible type, set, or range of answers; have documented evidence of reliability and validity; and have a clear licensing and IP status. While these are the essential criteria, a human- and machine-readable format is preferred.

The presentation concluded that the NIH CDE Repository Team and the NIH CDE Governance Committee are working closely together to increase the use of common data elements in NIH-funded biomedical research for greater interoperability and reusability. MS. Taylor provided three links for further information:


IV. Discussion and Q&A for the CDE Repository

**Question:**

*Dr. João Ferreira-Pinto:* Will NLM eventually require all grants to follow the CDE guidelines?
**Answer:**

*Ms. Taylor:* It might someday. The CDE Governance Committee is accepting CDEs for review and deciding if they are going to be endorsed. But that is a subgroup to NIH CDE Taskforce, which is currently doing outreach to various institutions and centers about the importance of using CDEs and how to write them into funding opportunities. So, there are no requirements right now, and these groups do not have the authority to make CDE requirements. The CDE initiative is focusing on outreach and promotion at this point.

**Summary:** NLM Strategic Plan focused on sharing data policies and mechanisms, processes, and procedures on how researchers can generate and share data. Both presentations by Dr. Lisa Federer and Ms. Robin Taylor concurred that the CDE repository would be extremely helpful to all researchers and especially early-stage researchers.

**V. Citizen Science: Gearing up for Discovery Course**

**Presenters:**
Katherine Downton, MSLIS, AHIP  
Head of Research and Education Services  
Health Sciences and Human Services Library  
University of Maryland, Baltimore

Alexa Mayo, MLS, AHIP  
Associate Director of Research and Information Services  
Health Sciences and Human Services Library  
University of Maryland, Baltimore

**Highlights:** This presentation *Citizen Science: Gearing up for Discovery Course* focused on the self-paced course that was designed for those wanting to develop or participate in a citizen science project to address local health concerns. Katherine Downton and Alexa Mayo from the University of Maryland, Baltimore were the Principal Investigators. The course on citizen science focuses on the ways the public can engage in and initiate research. The course was funded with awards from the Network of the National of Library of Medicine, Southeastern Atlantic Region, and it was rolled out in May 2021.

**Description of Planning of the Gearing Up for Discovery course:** The goal of the course is to teach people how to apply citizen science strategies for addressing community and
environmental health challenges. A planning team developed the course and involved two citizen scientists, people with expertise planning online courses, and people with expertise in community outreach endeavors. External advisors were also available to provide their knowledge of citizen science. The course planning began with a scan to identify all existing training opportunities on citizen science, so as not to reinvent the wheel. The audience for the course is anyone who aspires to develop small-scale projects, including people in underserved communities that are at the high school level and above. The course content addresses the purpose of, and the approaches to, citizen science in general, but specifically to how it can be used to address community and environmental health issues. The course is composed of five modules: 1) approaches to and benefits of citizen science, 2) applications to community and environmental health, 3) steps involved in project planning, 4) methods for collecting and organizing data, and 5) how to communicate results to the wider community. The course was animated using stories and characters to make the coursework more interesting, and the instructional technologist unified the content to achieve the look and feel of the course. The course is five weeks of self-paced/asynchronous learning, offered through the edX platform; a certificate of completion is available for a small fee ($25). As the project began, the planning team determined the audience and developed learning objectives and detailed course outlines. The audience for the course is anyone who aspires to develop small-scale projects, including people in underserved communities that are at the high school level and above.

The course begins with a general overview of citizen science, a full spectrum of participation that can be applied to research, and steps for how citizen scientists can participate in research, such as through large crowd-sourced projects and small community-initiated projects. The overview shows how citizen science is used to address health and wellness concerns, specifically in relevant real-life projects. It demonstrates challenges of developing projects from scratch and how to search for options for navigating those challenges. The course overview also focuses on clarifying terminology, including “citizen,” which is a controversial title, but is still used in the course because it is terminology that is widely known and used. However, it does name alternative terms for citizen science: public participation science, community science, participatory science, and public science. The second part of the course focuses on steps for planning a citizen science project. Project planning includes determining the problem, formatting a research question, building a team to reach the goals, and outlining any resources that would be
helpful. Ethical questions are also provided for consideration during project planning, in particular, privacy issues.

The *data collection* section of the course prepares learners for the actual work of identifying and planning strategies for data collection. Participants learn about types of data and the methods and tools for collecting those data. The course describes effective testing methods that answer the question(s) posed in the research. Data collection focuses on safety and legal concerns so that volunteers are not put at risk and do not become involved in trespassing.

The course follows an outline for how to manage data from a layperson’s perspective. The outline is tailored for audiences that are high school aged and older. Participants focus on understanding file types and data storage and formatting. The course concludes with guidance on how to effectively communicate the results of the project. This phase involves considering with whom to share results and how to do that most effectively. Emphasis is placed on disseminating results to smaller groups and communities rather than journals. The course underscores that small projects can have a better audience through community health centers or local health services.

**Challenges:** This presentation discusses challenges of how to measure success when working in the edX platform and how restrictive it can be. The *Gearing Up for Discovery* course was developed with assessment strategies including quizzes, surveys, and enrollment matrices that can help guide subsequent versions of the course. Promotion of the course is ongoing. The following link to the course was shared: [https://www.edx.org/course/citizen-science-gearing-up-for-discovery](https://www.edx.org/course/citizen-science-gearing-up-for-discovery)

**VI. Round Table Discussion and Q&A with Citizen Science: Gearing up for Discovery Course**

**Comments:**

Dr. Henrique Martin expressed a concern about misinformation overpowering science. She suggested that a course like this can include information that can counter misinformation and create better science, especially around COVID 19.

**Response:**
Dr. Cheryl Taylor offered that there is a comprehensive report from the Surgeon General on health misinformation and how we need to address it. She added that the report has practical suggestions and she provided the link to the Surgeon General’s Report. The Chair added that NLM and the EnHIP can disseminate trustable and accurate information using social media.

**Concluding Remarks:**

Dr. Emma Fernandez concluded that one of the first things that is needed is to conduct an assessment within the community because people are hesitant to receive the COVID-19 vaccine for varying reasons. She also said that some communities are very well organized with appointed leaders and suggested that EnHIP reach out to those leaders and provide correct information and that will make a big difference especially around misinformation about COVID-19.

Dr. Warren noted that while the project is exciting, there is concern that the politicization of the word “citizen.” There is a better term that can be used to garner interest from those that would be put off by the terminology.

Ms. Katherine Downton acknowledged that the citizen science community discusses using different terminology, and the concerns about this term are heard, understood, and discussed in the *Gearing Up for Discovery* course.

Dr. Warren responded that it is really important when trying to attract new partnerships to get the terminology changed as soon as possible, and Ms. Downton agreed.

Dr. Matthews-Juarez offered that individual communities are defining and redefining what they are doing in community research, while adhering to the existing concepts guided by their own culture.

It is essential to provide communities with the right information from the voices of the people they trust. Misinformation is difficult to dispel, even when countered with simple and direct methods.
VII. NLM Director’s Update

Patricia Flatley Brennan, RN, PhD
Director, National Library of Medicine

Ms. Nichelle Midón introduced Dr. Patricia Flatley Brennan, NLM Director, with an overview of her current work on programs and the NLM Strategic Plan. Dr. Brennan began her presentation by thanking the EnHIP members for their efforts, as the partnership is incredibly important to NLM. The EnHIP partnership facilitates the support and improvement of health from a public health perspective. NLM is implementing its strategic plan, the pillars of which are 1) accelerating discovery and advancing health through data-driven research; 2) reaching more people in more ways through enhanced dissemination and engagement; and 3) building a workforce for data-driven research and health.

**Highlights:** Libraries are more important than ever given the current disasters, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, storms and hurricanes in the Southeast, and wildfires in California, Dr. Brennan stated. For example, NNLM Region 3 published information regarding Hurricane Ida and provided assistance to manage DOCLINE; and working as closely with partners. She invited EnHIP members to provide ideas or assistance in this regard. Her update covered three main areas: the importance of data during COVID-19; the NIH RECOVER Initiative and the NIH UNITE Initiative; and RADx opportunities.

**THE IMPORTANCE OF DATA DURING COVID-19.** NLM is uniquely concerned with the information flow directly related to COVID-19 and understands the importance of rapid testing and diagnostics. NLM’s RADx Program has several components as an almost 2 billion dollar initiative. These components include RADx Tech, a highly competitive, three-phase challenge to identify the best candidates for at-home or point-of-care COVID-19 testing; RADx-UP, an interconnected community-engaged research project focused on implementation strategies to enable and enhance COVID-19 testing in vulnerable populations; RADx-rad, the development and advancement of non-traditional approaches or new applications of existing approaches for testing; RADx-ATP, rapid scale-up of advanced technologies to increase, enhance, and validate throughput to create ultra-high throughput laboratories and “mega labs”;
and Data Management Support, to build an infrastructure for and support coordination of the various data management needs for several ongoing COVID-19 support efforts.

**NIH RECOVER (Researching COVID-19 to Enhance Recovery) Initiative:** This NIH initiative seeks to understand, prevent, and treat Long COVID (Post-Acute Sequelae of SARS CoV-2 infection, or PASC). NLM considers it extremely important to get out into the community and deliver assessments. The RECOVER initiative will be asking a series of questions including: what does recovery from SARS-CoV-2 infection look like among different groups; how many people develop new symptoms after acute infection; why do some people develop these health effects while others do not; how many people continue to have symptoms after acute infection; what causes these health effects; and does SARS-CoV-2 infection trigger changes in the body that increase the risk of other conditions?

**The NIH UNITE Initiative:** Dr. Brennan discussed the long-term reorganization of the scientific workforce and scientific products to better serve society. The NIH UNITE Initiative was launched in 2020 using guidance from the advisory committee. UNITE is designed to address two key issues: ensure that biomedical research is devoid of hostility grounded in race, sex, and other federally protected characteristics; and commit to delineate elements that may perpetuate structural racism in biomedical research within NIH and the extramural community, leading to a lack of personnel inclusiveness, equity, and diversity. These teams have two key targets. The first target is that all ideas presented must be given an equal and fair amount of review, without regard to current dogma, precedents, or who presents the ideas. The second target is that NIH redresses the fundamental causes of these disparities and inequities and identify research programs that could implement effective interventions and ameliorate problems. Additionally, UNITE incorporates five working targets: a) understanding stakeholder experiences through listening and learning; b) looking for new research on health disparities, minority health, and health equity while being clear to remember the importance of culturally and personally meaningful access to health care; c) improving the NIH culture and structure for equity, inclusion, and excellence; d) transparency, communication, and accountability with NIH’s internal and external stakeholders; and e) using the extramural research ecosystem to change policy, culture, and structure for promoting workforce diversity. In conclusion NIH will
look more closely at the diversity of their workforce, and no organization should shy away from taking a step back and looking at the bigger picture.

**EnHIP and Relevance to NIEHS:** The NIEHS funds research programs and centers of excellence is related to the development of a better understanding of environmental health. Within the centers of excellence, there is specific community engagement coordination to make sure the work of the centers addresses the work of the community. Additionally, the NIEHS funds work to ensure the grants and programs funded provide practical solutions in the community. There is a partnership for public health that is designed to translate research into practical community solutions; this is a path forward for EnHIP members.

She concluded her presentation with the apology from Dr. Francis Collins, NIH Director, She quotes:

“To those individuals in the biomedical research enterprise who have endured disadvantages due to structural racism, I am truly sorry. NIH is committed to instituting new ways to support diversity, equity, and inclusion, and identifying and dismantling any policies and practices at our own agency that may harm our workforce and our science.”

– Francis S. Collins, MD, PhD, NIH Director

VIII. COVID-19 Health Equity Task Force (Office of Minority Health)

**HHS COVID-19 Health Equity Task Force, Data, Analytics, and Research Subcommittee, and Healthcare Access and Quality Subcommittee**

James E. K. Hildreth, PhD, MD  
President and CEO  
Meharry Medical College

Dr. Warren introduced Dr. James E. K. Hildreth. Dr. Hildreth is an outstanding scientist, administrator, and scholar whose work is recognized not only in health care, but also in immunology and HIV research—there could be no greater voice during the pandemic than Dr. Hildreth.

**Highlights:** Dr. Hildreth presented an overview of the COVID-19 virus and population health, its impact on chronic diseases and minorities, and the current state of vaccines. Facts are 1) the COVID-19 pandemic has affected more than 217 million people worldwide, and 2) it accounts
for over 4.5 million deaths. When looking at the disease from a racially homogenous viewpoint, in the United States, African Americans and Hispanic populations have a higher rate of all major chronic conditions that has led to a disproportionate burden of severe COVID-19 disease and death among these populations. He stated that data on COVID-19 disparities have been astounding, with more than twice the number of COVID-related deaths in Black communities compared to white communities. This has revealed underlying health equity issues and disparities, which have been longstanding, but the pandemic has shone a light for everyone in the world to see.

Development of Vaccines: Response and Approval: Dr. Hildreth indicated the global scientific response is unprecedented, with effective collaboration among big pharma companies that has never been seen before. Three (3) vaccines have been approved for use in the United States with Emergency Use Authorization (EUA); Pfizer, Moderna, and the Janssen vaccines. Additionally, on August 24, 2021, the Pfizer-BioNTech mRNA Vaccine was granted Biologics License Application (BLA), or full approval. This will change the dynamic in terms of willingness for people to be vaccinated, and organizations large and small will be comfortable mandating vaccinations, he stated. Trials are currently underway for vaccines to be extended to individuals 6 months of age and older, and reviews will be underway by the end of 2021 with vaccines available in early 2022. Today, (August 31, 2021), 5.3 billion shots have been administered around the world, with 369.5 million shots given in the United States (53% of the population). He added that no one who gets the vaccines now should consider themselves “guinea pigs” due to the experience we all have now with vaccines.

COVID 19 Variants: Dr. Hildreth indicated that variants have been in the news and on the minds of scientists and public health officials in a big way. The COVID-19 variants have emerged in several countries, raising concerns about more rapid community spread and vaccine failure. The World Health Organization (WHO) has labeled the most critical variants as Alpha, Beta, Gamma, and Delta. The variants are all caused by a position in the spike protein, which makes the protein less immunogenic. The Delta variant has changed everything, almost making it a new fight. It first appeared in India in April 2021 and is primarily responsible for reversing all the progress that has been made against COVID-19 up to that point; the Delta variant is now the dominant variant in the U.S. and other countries. The variants are not a surprise given that
all RNA viruses mutate. Mutations can change epitopes, sites that antibodies bind, that result in escape from the immune system. Mutations require active infection and thus the likelihood of mutations increase if the virus is allowed to freely spread in a population.

Dr. Hildreth reported that, on a research level, we know that the Delta variant is recognized less by antibodies, and it binds with a higher affinity to its receptor, which means it takes less virus to cause an infection. In addition, this variant can have a viral load in the upper respiratory tract that is as much as 1,000 times higher than the Alpha variant or other strains of SARS-CoV-2. Given all these markers, it is not surprising that this variant is causing more infections and is responsible for the current 4th wave we are experiencing.

**A View from the President’s COVID-19 Health Equity Task Force:** This taskforce on which Dr. Hildreth serves is charged with making recommendations to President Joe Biden to eliminate health inequities revealed by the COVID-19 pandemic, and to ensure that if there is another pandemic, minorities will not bear the disproportionate burden of the disease. The current work of the Task Force is distributed among four workgroups: 1) Data Analytics and Research (whether or not data are reported and the quality of the data); 2) Healthcare Access and Quality (recommend how to get underserved population access to quality healthcare); 3) Communications (the importance of trusted messengers and having communities involved as well as having interagency communication to make the most effective use of resources); and 4) Xenophobia and Structural Drivers of Racism and Discrimination. Dr. Hildreth reported that work began in February 2021 and over 300 recommendations have been listed, and that the group is currently working on paring that number down to a more feasible and manageable list for final recommendations to President Biden by October 2021. He stated that he is very encouraged by the work on the Task Force, which is ably led by Marcella Nunez-Smith, MD, MHS at Yale School of Medicine.

**IX. Q&A with Dr. Brennan and Dr. Hildreth**

**Question:**

*Dr. Sandra Harris Hooker, Morehouse School of Medicine:* Do either of you have thoughts about post-COVID-19 health conditions of vulnerable populations and, specifically, how to provide funding to these populations to assist with treatment?
**Answer:**

**Dr. Hildreth:** The COVID-19 Task Force is focused on this area of concern as many people will develop long-term COVID-19 symptoms (“long haulers”) and many affected individuals do not have insurance. The Task Force is concerned with patients that will not have access to healthcare due to lack of insurance or poor insurance, and it intends to ensure there are treatment centers for individuals regardless of insurance status. Many large hospital systems are setting up long hauler COVID-19 treatment centers for their patient panels, so the Task Force is interested in those who are not patients of those hospitals to make sure they can access treatment. And, because Black and Brown people have had a disproportionate burden of disease, this will extend to a disproportionate burden of patients who are classified as COVID-19 long haulers.

**Question:**

**Dr. Matthews-Juarez:** What is the role that you see for EnHIP in carrying out the objectives in the Strategic Plan of the NLM?

**Answer:**

**Dr. Brennan:** The confluence of COVID-19 and the rising awareness of social injustice has provided NLM with the opportunity to make sure NLM does not design future constraints into existing research. This recognizes the need to do more on community partnership-based research, and Dr. Brennan would like to hear ideas from EnHIP on how to open the pipeline to the future of science to everyone. Specifically, she would like to hear how to incorporate types of science and research that is exciting for students K–12 and baccalaureates, and that would help them see there is a pathway between science and society that scholarship enables. She said that her biggest fear is that misinformation and dismissiveness of science-based approaches will kill a generation’s curiosity.

**Dr. Hildreth** to comment on the overarching concepts of science, scholarship, and workforce science pathways for developing the next generation of scientists, as presented by Dr. Brennan. Dr. Hildreth acknowledged that the leadership of Dr. Brennan at NLM has been fantastic, and that NLM is one of the great resources on the planet. He also acknowledged
that he was on Dr. Francis Collins’ Advisory Panel and had publicly thanked him for doing something extraordinary in public leadership, which was his apology on behalf of his agency for their history of bias. He acknowledged concern about the bashing of science and scientists seen over the last year, which may discourage young people from pursuing a career in science. Meharry Medical College has adopted two middle schools in an effort to set up a national virtual institute where Meharry medical students would rotate around U.S. cities and partner with other middle schools for the purpose of promoting knowledge and the pursuit of truth. He added that there is nothing more important to the future of science and medicine than showing students how exciting and gratifying the study of science can be. He noted that he is happy to see the epiphany happening around the country that all lives do matter, and everyone can contribute to the solutions. Communities have great solutions to problems if we find the right way to engage them, he stated. Additionally, he indicated that the EnHIP member institutions is one of the great resources to that end.

Comments: EnHIP Members

Dr. Pat Matthews-Juarez, Meharry Medical College: EnHIP, Citizen Science, and Next Generation of Scientists: Dr. Brennan’s consistency and commitment to maintaining the EnHIP Partnership are commendable. Having communities and groups participate in community science is really important. On mentoring the next generation of scientists, she stated that programs for young people and students, such as the Saturday Science Academy at Charles Drew, are great opportunities to give young people the confidence and ideas that they can accomplish wonderful things.

Ms. Emma Fernandez, University of Puerto Rico: On mentoring and coaching the next generation of scientists: The university undergraduate students were tasked with developing an innovative product that can help with the current pandemic. Those students developed a face mask and have applied for a patent for a dynamic face mask that provides protection even when eating and drinking. The students reported that this endeavor made them excited about science and engineering concepts. Regarding community (citizen) science, the university has given funds to different community organizations to support programs addressing the COVID-19 pandemic, and they have received outstanding responses. The infrastructure has been beneficial for community science.
**Dr. Tetine Sentell of the University of Hawai‘i:** Creating the pathways for young scientists: The passion in which faculty members have seen their students engage is helping to build these pathways around community-oriented solutions, and the university is charged with keeping the level of engagement to ensure safety, security, and plausibility for them to keep growing in science.

**Dr. Rueben Warren, Tuskegee University National Center for Bioethics in Research and Health Care:** On the presentations by Dr. Brennan and Dr. Hildreth- Both presentations were very much appreciated. The public apology from Dr. Francis Collins is important to translate apology into action—the intention of doing “good” into the work of doing “good”. The country is ready to do “good,” and we need to translate that into science, for not only biomedical science but behavioral science as well.

**Dr. Daniel Sarpong, Xavier University at Louisiana:** We acknowledged NIH for its effort in the community engagement arena. We are still behind in terms of guidelines and logistics because, when working with communities, sometimes we cannot uphold the same guidelines of how we manage work products, especially in terms of grants. There is very little money for grants going into the community, and there are many different guidelines for the community organizations to get awarded grants.

**Dr. Brennan:** This message will be forward to NIH to hopefully create more flexibility and accountability for community organizations.

**Dr. Hildreth:** This was also one of the recommendations that the Health Equity Task Force is making; that there be new funding mechanisms that allow communities to compete for funds for implementing the most effective programs.

**Dr. Cheryl Taylor of Southern University and A&M College:** We may have to transform the language that we use about community, because when we talk about community, it is often described as a group population, when in fact, community should be used to represent people. There is a profound need for interdisciplinary collaboration in our communities; the more evidence and standards we use for collaborating, the more effective we will be able to be around equity and justice. An example is Louisiana when the hurricane hit, and that COVID 19-related news took a back seat to disaster preparedness. Guidelines for evacuation were put in place that
were leading people to COVID-19 hotspots, without an accompanying reminder to take personal precautions to prevent viral exposure.

**Dr. Ferreira-Pinto, University of Texas at El Paso:** The community in the abstract, because it is the community-based organizations and their leaders, and those leaders need help with implementing their resources. It is not possible to go door-to-door and reach the community on an individual level, so the focus needs to be more on organizations that have a reach into community members.

Dr. Matthews-Juarez commented what defines a community is subjective, depending if you are in a rural or urban area.

**Summary:**

Dr. Brennan: The NLM relies on the EnHIP partnership to funnel their community findings to NLM and thus NIH in order to grow understanding and resources. She would appreciate keeping the dialogue open between EnHIP and NLM and being informed if she can be helpful to the member institutions.

Dr. Hildreth: To put COVID 19 behind us, we have to find a way to talk to each other and not at each other; to continue fighting the virus and not each other. He added that the work EnHIP is doing in engaging communities, facilitating conversations, and showing cultural humility is important because communities have the solutions, they just need guidance and resources, which EnHIP provides.

**X. EnHIP Outreach and Engagement Awards Announcement**

**Ms. LaFrancis Gibson** announced the 2021 EnHIP Outreach and Engagement Award recipient institutions. The four recipients and their project titles are Benedict College, *Using NLM Databases to Educate Minority Communities on COVID-19 and other Emerging Zoonotic Diseases*; Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science, *COVID-19 and the Environmental Health Impact on Our Community*; Southern University A&M College, *Access to Health Literacy for Life: Learning the National Library of Medicine Resources Online*; and University of Texas at El Paso Library, *Developing Evidence-Based Research and Health Literacy Capacity in University of Texas at El Paso Health Science Students for the Purpose of*
Disseminating Reliable Health-Related Information to Extended Family Members in a Historically Underserved Latino Border Community. A detailed list of projects can be found in Appendix A.

Drs. Matthews-Juarez and Warren thanked ORAU and congratulated the 2021 awardees. Dr. Warren stated that he looks forward to the results of work for the awardees.

XI. EnHIP Member Institution Updates

Dr. Stephanie Bauer, University of Alaska: The University is aware of the problem of COVID-19 across the state and has come to terms with the enormous impact on Native peoples. The university has participated with other university branches across Alaska in using the pandemic to connect students across different disciplines to public health, environmental science, and also making connections to the humanities, including the history of Alaska, anthropology, and the study of Native experiences. A variety of sectors are thinking about how to use programs across the university to listen to Indigenous communities, considering, in particular, the way they have been impacted by COVID-19 and listening to how they would like to participate in university studies and support Indigenous students and their educational success across the universities.

Dr. Henrique Martins and Ms. Emma Fernandez, University of Puerto Rico: The pandemic has changed the flow of the university, with students no longer working on campus, which slows a number of projects that are student driven. However, students are more involved in education and participating in more educational committees. In terms of grants, it was difficult for students to get supplies and into campus labs to continue research. The students also had problems getting in touch with research participants in an effective way. The university has funding that cannot be used because students cannot perform the studies; however, the faculty has been moving forward with applying for more grants and other funding that is available. In that sense, the university has seen a number of grants associated with the pandemic. This is good, but also worrisome to think of how the university is going to transition its investigators and also sustain them.

Dr. Ferreira-Pinto, University of Texas at El Paso: The college and university were responsive in dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic because, being a community college, all of the students live in the community. The college had been able to create a very good program for
vaccination and testing, which made the university a hub for the community. The rate of COVID-19 in El Paso is very low because the community, especially students, adhered to mask mandates. Additionally, he said that more than 95% of students and faculty have received a COVID-19 vaccination. The university is data driven and handles a large amount of research, and added that the students engage the community to disseminate the university resources. The university is essentially training a workforce for the future. The university is also preparing for incoming refugees. In terms of leadership changes, the university has a new president, Dr. Heather Wilson. Dr. Wilson is a former Air Force commander, who has responded excellently to the pandemic and the changes necessary at the university.

Dr. Daniel Sarpong, Xavier University of Louisiana: There have been no leadership changes at the university. Regarding COVID-19, Xavier transitioned to remote learning in 2020, and students used online collaborative tools. To ease this transition, the university had required students to train on those collaborative tools. Louisiana is seeing a disproportionate number of minorities affected by COVID-19, and Xavier has been lucky to be part of a number of COVID-19-related research and collaboration initiatives with other organizations. As for community engagement, the university quickly began to engage with the community through panel discussions that created a strong foundation for working together as partners.

Dr. Kimberlei Richardson, Howard University: Howard had been one of the major vaccinations sites in D.C., so, in addition to the faculty in the hospital and school, many of the community members were able to get vaccinated quickly. Last year, online learning was implemented. During this year, faculty began person-to-person learning with no small amount of hesitancy and are still looking at getting permission to allow virtual learning in the future. A compromise is being sought between the faculty needs in terms of feeling comfortable teaching virtually and students’ wishes to attend in-person. Additionally, the university established a relationship with one of the local companies in order to start clinical trials.

Dr. Tetine Sentell, University of Hawai'i: Updates to a number of programs and engagements from basic science to behavioral science, and point of delivery of care for vaccines and other resources was presented. Increased enrollments are on the rise for public health, social work, and other disciplines. There are still ongoing issues, such as procurement and capacity caps. Building health equity with Indigenous communities remains a challenge, which is being addressed.
Dr. Lewis-Clark, Tuskegee University: The University established a partnership with the community, and it also has a lab at the university where COVID-19 testing is done. The changes from last year to this year have thrust the school into doing things outside of their comfort zone. This year, virtual, hybrid, and in-person teaching has garnered a lot of feedback and implementation suggestions.

Dr. Paul Tchounwou, Jackson State University: Last year the university appointed a new president, Thomas Hudson. As Dr. Hudson is a former JSU alum, the school is very excited about his appointment, especially because he looks to move JSU to the next level of academic excellence. A new provost, Dr. Alisa Mosley, was also appointed. The two new additions are also exciting due to the new strategic plan in the works for the university. The pandemic caused a lot of negative impact, especially on research, due to limited access of labs and lack of capacity to staff the labs. However, last year JSU was able to get their program renewed for health disparities research. Notification from NIH was received that JSU is funded for the next five years. The new grant has a focus on community engagement, health disparities research related to cancer, and COVID-19-related projects. In addition, he said JSU recently won a grant from the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) focused on adult drug abuse disparities.

Dr. Cheryl Taylor, Southern University and A&M College: The mission of the university was consistent with the mission of EnHIP. There are increased enrollments, and they have maintained a university-wide campaign titled “Don’t Wait, Vaccinate.” As a state institution, vaccinations cannot be mandated, but masks are required. The university center had been serving as a COVID-19 testing and vaccination site but became a disaster shelter over the weekend as a result of the hurricane. The university is currently navigating between a state of emergency and a COVID-19 hotspot; however, a recent survey resulted in overwhelming agreement for in-person learning, and hybrid classes are currently being conducted. The Nursing Supply and Demand Commission (Dr. Taylor is a member) at the state level, and the committee is dealing with the challenge of members of health professions who are going on social media and encouraging people not to get vaccinated. There is an ongoing project to help communities learn how to access NLM resources in an effort to combat the misinformation.

Dr. Aramandla Ramesh, Meharry Medical College: No new appointments in leadership. State and federal funding has been received as Meharry is the TN CEAL (Tennessee Community
Engaged Alliance Against COVID-19) site. The college is conducting several research projects on COVID-19 vaccine uptake and research in health disparities. Additional funding for community engagement has been received. In addition, Meharry has clinical trials in progress related to COVID-19 vaccine.

XII. Acknowledgement: Dr. Luther Williams

Dr. Warren acknowledged the kind of excellence in leadership that evolves from our institutions: the HBCUs, the Hispanic Serving Institutions, and the Tribal Colleges. Recognizing the strength of our institutions and the people that serve them, Dr. Warren officially recognized Dr. Luther Williams, whose papers are archived at Purdue University. Dr. Williams has been recognized as an academian, a scientist, a scholar, and a scientific manager and mentor. He has mentored, coached, and advised many scholars, administrators, and students. Dr. Warren noted that Dr. Williams is former Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs at Tuskegee University, a graduate of Miles College, and received his PhD from Purdue University. Dr. Warren extended congratulations to Dr. Williams on his achievements and acceptance of his papers in the Purdue University Archives and Special Collection.

EnHIP agreed to consider spotlighting individuals such as Dr. Williams in recognition of scholars and leaders that have created change for environmental health.

XIII. Closing Remarks

Dr. Warren: This pandemic has been a challenge, but that is how you succeed—by overcoming challenges. The future brings opportunity. He thanked EnHIP members and looks forward to the next EnHIP meeting. He also thanked Dr. Matthews-Juarez for her outstanding leadership.

Dr. Matthews-Juarez: It has been a unique year, with a focus on assisting communities to understand the dangers of and protecting from contracting COVID-19, while accepting that the pandemic is not going away soon. We must continue to feel hopeful and aspirational. Toward that end, EnHIP has an obligation to correct misinformation/disinformation by using its resources and networks through data-driven interventions and community engagement. EnHIP will continue to work with young people and institutions about the science around COVID-19.
and encourage listening to the scientists, while becoming ambassadors of truth, trustworthiness, and disseminators of trustworthy information.

A round of thanks to Drs. Patricia Brennan, James E. K. Hildreth, Rueben Warren, all of the presenters, the EnHIP members, Ms. Amanda Wilson, Ms. M. Nichelle Midón; Ms. LaFrancis Gibson, and the many staff who made this 30th Annual EnHIP meeting possible.

This meeting is adjourned.
Benedict College
“Using NLM Databases to Educate Minority Communities on COVID-19 and Other Emerging Zoonotic Diseases”

Benedict College’s project aims to advance EnHIP’s strategic objectives through student-led research and presentations on NLM resources and collaboration with the Columbia Housing Authority on disseminating presentation information to local residents. This project is being conducted in response to the disproportionate impact of COVID-19 and other zoonotic pathogens on communities of color. The primary goals of the project are to improve student presentation skills, increase the awareness, use, and exposure of NLM information resources related to COVID-19 and zoonotic diseases among students and the college community, while also informing the local at-risk minority community. After completing classroom training on NLM databases and resources, students within Benedict College Student Environmental Health Association (SEHA) will conduct competitive research projects on COVID-19 and other emerging zoonotic diseases. Research findings will be reported through presentations to the college community and judging faculty and library staff. Top selected presentations will be professionally video recorded for dissemination to approximately 15,000 Columbia Housing Authority residents.

Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science
“COVID-19 and the Environmental Health Impact on Our Community”

Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science in partnership with King/Drew Medical Magnet High School proposes a project to combat the high number of health inequities in South Los Angeles. The overarching goal of the project is to provide and share information on the impact that COVID-19 and environmental health have on the local community by providing health information which will aid in the reduction of health disparities. High school and college students will complete a series of training sessions on how to access and utilize NLM COVID-19 and environmental health-related resources and ultimately serve as Jr. EnHIP ambassadors to the project. Jr. EnHIP ambassadors will then assist with training members of partnering and community organizations on use of NLM resources. In collaboration with partners, a symposium will be hosted for students, faculty, community members, and organizations with the goal of participants gaining a better understanding of health inequities in the community related to COVID-19 and environmental health. In addition, the symposium will feature experts in related fields and will allow Jr. EnHIP ambassadors the opportunity to provide interactive demonstrations on the use of NLM resources to participants.
Southern University and A&M College

“Access to Health Literacy for Life: Learning the National Library of Medicine Resources Online”

In response to the alarming rates of death and disability due to chronic diseases and COVID-19 among African Americans in Louisiana, Southern University and A & M College is proposing a project aimed to facilitate access, awareness, use, and training on NLM health information resources to African Americans across generations. The overall goal of the project is the formation of new groups of African American users of NLM resources. Led by John B. Cade Library and volunteer community advisory teams, the university librarians and community health experts’ staff will provide culturally tailored training modules using NLM information resources to more than a dozen community and campus partners. The trainings will include targeted health disparity content focused on prevention and management of COVID-19 and other chronic diseases that impact the African American community. Trainings will include a combination of online training and hybrid training methods. The overall hope at the conclusion of this project is for the targeted community to become engaged with NLM resources for life.

The University of Texas at El Paso

“Developing Evidence-Based Research and Health Literacy Capacity in University of Texas at El Paso Health Sciences Students for the Purpose of Disseminating Reliable Health-Related Information to Extended Family Members in a Historically Underserved Latino Border Community”

In collaboration with the non-profit, non-governmental organization (NGO) Alliance of Border Collaborative, the University of Texas at El Paso will conduct a project designed to develop evidence-based health literacy, research, and community engagement skills in undergraduate health science students serving as student health ambassadors who live in historically underserved, Spanish-speaking communities in West Texas along the U.S.-Mexico Border. The project will incorporate creative and engaging approaches to combating the high diabetes diagnosis rates in El Paso County, TX. The overall goal of the project is to address health equity in the largely Latino community by focusing on health literacy and diabetes prevention. As part of the project, the student health ambassadors will complete a series of trainings, web-based videos, and workshops on health literacy proficiencies and the use of NLM and HHS information resources. After that, the student health ambassadors will engage and train their nuclear and extended families to improve their health literacy about the potential dangers of diabetes and change negative attitudes towards diabetes prevention behaviors, such as exercise and nutrition.
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